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New Zealand Alpine Planls. A.F. Mark and Nancy Adams.

A.H. & A.\V. Reed, Wellington. Prke (soft cover) $13.50,

(hard cover) $19.50.

~ly first reaction after admiring the magnifi-
cent black and gold cover of New Zealand AlPine
Plants was "what shall I do with it?". The book is
27cm deep and my bookshelves the standard
22cm. It could go on the coffee table, of course,
but it looks a bit stunted there beside Rembrandt
and Orchids of Awtralia.

The next most striking thing is that it is obvi-
ously a book aimed at the amateur rather than
the professional. This is firstly obvious in the
content of the text - for example the key which
imroduces the snow-grasses. This succeeds in
keyingollt 14Chiunochloa species unambiguously
in 26 steps without using a single word of
botanese; but technical terms are not totally ab-
sent, and there is a glossary of67 to prove it. This
includes "(TO\\'O" and "runner" but excludes
others like "tuber", "globose" and "stolon" which
are also used in the text. However, the attempt to
avoid using technical terms throughom the text
is admirable and gererally successful.

Unfortunately keys seem to be the exception
rather than the rule in dealing with the larger
and more complex genera and there are some
inconsistencies here, The four Ourisia species
come with a key but the eight Coprosmas do not.
Not surprisingly there is no key for Hebe or even
the Celmisia species. These irregularities have ob-
viously been forced, at least in some places, by the
demands of the layout. Text alternates with il-
lustrations page for page, the paintings being on
the facing pages, and with few exreptions (such
as \vhere the Chionochloa key puts the system out
of phase) each illustrated species is opposite its
description. There is no flip-flopping to find
your way around this book,
The illustrations themselves are beyond

praise. They have all the authority Keeble Martin
showed in The concise British flora and they are also
uncrowded and most pages are well composed.
Yet they all demonstrate their first purpose weU,

to provide information and assist identification,
and nowhere is this better seen than on the page
of bidibids. Difference in habit, flowers, colour-
ing of stems and leaves and the shapes, arrange-
ments and surfaces of the leaflets all come
through strongly, They encourage even the ran-
kest amateur to try and separate the species even
when they are not flowering - something previ-
ouslv reserved for the most avid follower of the.

"Flora",

The illustrations also convey far more than just
the bare facts of the case. The almost transparent
blue quality of the fruits of Coprosma hrunnea
comes to life on the page, and the Spaniards
really do have dangerously sharp leaves. There
are very few disappointments in the illustrations,
Perhaps Ranunculus lyalli does not quite convey
just how magnificent the plant really is, and the
eidleweiss may be a bit anaemic, but these are
ungracious critirisms of a great achievement.
No review would be complete without ajab or

two at what the editor missed, Sometimes plate
references in the text do not eventuate (as with
Chwnochloa pungens) and there are other small
mistakes and irregularities, but this type of criti-
cism is also unworthy of the book. It was clearly
meant to lead the non-professional person to
take an active interest in our large and beaUtiful
alpine !Jora, and this it certainly will do. Conser-
vation is impossible without the interest of the
general public and it is an important part of
botany or zoology or any other "-logy" to go out
and sell the subject to the community as a whole.
vVhen a scientIst does this he often lowers him-

self in the sight of his colleagues for oversimplify-
ing some matter or other, leaving one species out
but including another \vithout any apparent con-
sistency and even for "misinterpretation of the
facts". I am comforted by the lact that this type of
criticism usually seems to come from the ones
who are so inward-looking as to continue busily
studying the tree while the forest is felled around
them.
Those who can see the whole as more than just

the sum of the parts must often skip detail and
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make omissions for the sake of preserving some

of the wonder and fascination \vhich are the un-

known functions in this equation. The endless
chase for 100 percent accuracy and full qualifica-

tion of every detail is as subject to the law of
diminishing returns as top-dressing with super-
phosphate; and it can make a b()re out of the
most brilliant of sdentists. Somewhere there is a
compromise and I think the scientific community
would benefit from trying to judge the merits of
an effort to find the compromise in the same
terms as those in which it was created rather than
condemn it on matters of details missed and mis-
taken and inevitable differences of opinion.
Hmvever, my feelings about New Zealand Al-

pine plants are not quite as unreserved as the
reader might think. It is a compromise of
another sort that has left doubts in my mjnd. The
book will certainly encourage people to go out
into the field and learn more about alpine plants

by identifying and giving names to them, but you
cannot take it with you. The result is that the

plants must come to the book to be identified.
This is a practice that has certainly contributed to

the rarity of some species in morc populous
countries, such as some of the orchids and Arctic
alpines in Britain, and I do not believe this sort of
collecting should be encouraged here. Indirectly
this book does do so. It is almost as if the pub-
lishers '.vere torn between the needs of the rcal
user and the affluent man's coffee table collec-
tion and, like the old man and the donkev, has

.

ended up by really pleasing neither.
This could be correCted, and the publisher

should do so. There is no doubt this book will be
as commerdally successful as Wild animaL5(~fNew
Zealand. It should be followcd as soon as possible
by a "field guide" version, and, if the publisher
really has got the courage of his convictions that
the tentative first edition suggests, then by all

means really go to town and produce the greatest
"tourist" book on a natural history subject ever to

come out of New Zealand.
Ice


